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The object of this paper is to prove, under certain conditions, the existence of 
the generalized Adams completion of an object in an abstract category with respect 
to a family of morphisms, which was introduced and discussed by Frei, Hilton and 
the author in [4]. The corresponding result for the homotopy category of based 
CW-complexes was established in [3] and, independently, in [ I), where Adams 
gives a set of axioms characterizing those families of morphisms for which the global 
topological Adams completion exists. The starting point of the present investigation 
was a remark made by Adams at the end of [ 11, to the effect that an abstract ver- 
sion of the existence theorem can presumably be obtained by using one of the 
standard adjoint-functor theorems modulo appropriate restatement of the axioms. 
In fact, it ‘turns out that Adams’ axioms, together with a condition which 1 used in 
[3] to guarantee that the relevant category of fractions is properly constructed 
(condition (*) in Theorem 1 below), are also perfectly adequate in order to obtain 
the abstract version of the existence theorem. 
It is a pleasure to express my gratitude to Pete Bousficld for showing me the 
examples mentioned at the end of the present paper. 
Throughout his paper, we will use the following notations, as in [8] and [ 31: 
V will denote a fixed Grothendieck universe which contains the set of natural in- 
tegers (and therefore the set of integers, the set of rationals. the set of reals). Simi- 
larly, V will denote a fixed universe containing the universe Zc as an element. En*:, 
respectively ENS, will denote the category whose objects are the sets which are 
elements of 9, respectively V, and whose morphisms are the maps between sets. 
Ens is a full subcategory of ENS. 
Let C be a% -category, that is, a category such that the set of objects of C is a 
subset of Cu and for each ordered pair (X, Y) of objects of C the set of morphisms 
c(X, Y) is an element of Cv . If S is a set of morphisms of C, form C [S - 1 1, the 
category of fractions of C with respect o S (see 16, p. 61 or [8, p. 2561). 
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Now, according to the definition of the category of fraction [8, p. 257]? the 
category C[S’-l] is, in general, aV -category. Moreover, C and CIS1] have the 
same objects, so that, to simplify the writing, we will use the same notation for 
them in both categories. Hence, if Y is a fixed object of C, we have a contravariant 
func tor 
C[S-I](-, Y) :C+ ENS . 
If this functor is representable, then the representing object Ys is called the (gener- 
alized) Adams S-completion of Y ([4]; see also [S]). This means that there exists a 
natural equivalence of functors defined on C: 
cpll(-, Y) s c(-, ys> 9 
which implies, in particular, that C[S-I](-, Y) takes values in the full subcategory 
Ens of ENS. 
We then have the following result regarding the existence of the Adams S-com- 
pletion of Y. 
Theorem 1 l Let C be a cocomplete Q-category, and let S be a family of morphisms 
of Cadmitting a calculus of left fractions and satisfying the following axiom of 
comparibility with coproducts : 
(A) If si : Xi + Yi lies in S for each i E I, where the index set I is an element of 
the universe 2, then 
11 Si : L_! Xi 4 u .Yi 
iEI iEI &I 
lies in S. 
Assume that the family S and the object Y of C satisfy the condition: 
(*) There exists a subset SY of the set 
{s(s:Y-+Y’, SES) 
such that S y is an element of the universe Cu and for each s : Y + Y’, s E S, 
there exists an s’ f Sy and a morphism u of C rendering the triangle 
commutative. 
Then the Adams S-completion YS of Y does exist. 
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Roof. We first recall that the assumption that S admits a calculus of left fractions al- 
lows us to get a good hold on the category of fractions C[S-11 (see [6, p. 131 or [8, 
p. 2591). Thus the elements of C[S-l](X, Y) are equivalence classes of pairs (fi s), 
where f is a morphism of C and s E S: 
x Y 
\I S f 
Y' 
Two such pairs are equivalent if and only if there exist morphisms a and b in C such 
that us = bt ES and af = bg, i.e., the diagram 
commutes. The composition of the morphi’sms represented by the pairs (f, S) and 
(f ', s') is the morphism represented by the pair (kf. US’), where u E S and k are 
morphisms of C such that the diagram 
. 
is commutative (the existence of u and k is guaranteed by the properties of a cal- 
culus of left fractions). Furthermore, there exists a canonical functor 
F$C-+ C[S-l] , 
which is the identity on objects and which takes the morphism f: X + X’ into the 
morphism represented by the pair (f, 1, t)* 
Now let us show that, under our assclmptions, the functor Fs preserves colimits. 
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Since S admits a calculus of left fractions, FS preserves finite colimits (see [6, p. 161 
or [8, p. 261]), hence in particular Fs preserves coequalizers. On the other hand, it 
can be shown exactly as in [3] that axiom (A) in the theorem implies that Fs pre- 
serves coproducts indexed by sets belonging to% . Since C is cocomplete, it follows 
then [8, p. 521 that Fs preserves all colimits of functors defined on %-small cate- 
gories, i.e., %-categories whose sets of objects belong toV . 
Next, it can be shown, again exactly as in [3], that condition (*) in the theorem 
implies that for each object X of C the set CIZP1](X, Y) belongs to the univer;e Cu. 
Moreover, since by the above Fs preserves colimits, it is clear that the functor 
C[S-“I(-,Y):C-+ Ens, 
being the composition of Fs and a contravariant Horn functor, takes colimits into 
limits [8, p. 6’71. 
Finally, we prove that the functor C[S-I](-, Y) satisfies the following Solution 
Set Condition: 
There exists a set CD of objects of C such that cb is an element of the universe 
Zc and such that for any object X of C and any element at E C[S-11(X, Y) there 
exists an object D EcD , an element p E C[S-l](D, Y) and a morphism g:X+ D in 
C rendering the triangle 
commutative. 
Take (D to be the set consisting of those objects Y’ of C such that there exists 
s: Y -+ Y’ with s ESy, where SY is the set provided by condition (*). cb belongs to 
?L since it is a quotient set of SY. Suppose that the element Al E C[S-l](X, Y) is 
represented by the pair 
X Y 
\I f s 
z 
with s ES. By condition (*), there exists an s’ E Sy and a morphism u of C such 
that the triangle 
Y 
S I\ S' 
Z- 
11 
2’ 
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is commutative. Take D to be Z’, fl E C[S-l](Z’, Y) to be the morphism represented 
by the pail 
and g: X + 2’ to be the compositior uf. Then the morphism Fs(g) is represented by 
the pair 
Furthermore. to represent the composition @Fs(g) by a pair we can use the corn- 
mutative diagram 
Y 
Thus the diagram 
shows that the triangle (A) above is indeed commutative. 
In conclusion, since the functor C(.V1](-,Y) takes colimits into limits and satis- 
fies the Solution Set Condition, the Representability Theorem (see [ 7, p. 118) or 
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18, p. 881) shows that it is representable. Thus there exists an object Ys of C and a 
natural equivalence of functors from C to Ens 
C[S-l](-, Y) 2 C(-, Ys) . 
Ys is the Adams S-completion of Y. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.0 
Remark 1. We may replace the assumptions in Theorem 1 that the family S admits 
a calculus of left fractions and satisfies axiom (A) by the following assumption: 
S admits a strong calculus of left fractions. 
This means [8, p. 2581 that, in addition to admitting a calculus of left fractions, s 
has the following property: 
For every family of morphisms {Si :A + Bi 1 i E I}, where the index set I is an 
element of the universe ?c and every Si ES, there exists a family of morphisms 
{fi: Bi + C } i E I} such that fisi is independent of i and belongs to S. 
Indeed, by [S, p. 2621, this assum&ion implies that Fs preserves all colimits of 
functors defined on V-small categories. 
Theorem 1 asserts the existence of a local Adams S-completion. If condition (*) 
holds for each object Y of C, then, of course, we get the existence of a gZoba1 
Adams S-completion. In this case, for the proof of the theorem, one can invoke 
Freyd’s Adjoint Functor Theorem (see [7, p. 1171 or [8, p. 174]), as suggested by 
Adams at the end of [ 11, to obtain a right adjoint Gs for the canonical functor 
Fs; then Ys = Gs( Y) for every object Y of C. Moreover, in this case one can 
formulate aconverse of Theorem I when the falmily S is saturated, i.e. f is an equi- 
valence if and only if Fs(f) is an equivalence. 
Tlaeorem 2. Let C be an arbitrary Q-category, and let S be a saturated family of 
morphisms of 6. rf’ the Adams S-eompletiorz exists for every object of C, then S 
satisfies the L*onditions stated in Theorem I fbr all objects of C, 
Roof. By [4, Theorem 2.61, S admits a c ~%culus of left fractions. Since by [4, Corol- 
lary 2.21 Fs has a left adjoint, it preserves coproducts, which, together with the fact 
that S is saturated, implies that S satisfies axiom (A). Finally, condition (*) is satis- 
fied for every object Y of C, since by [4, Theorem 1.2) we can take SY to be the 
set reduced to one element e: Y + Ys, where e ,is the morphism in S which is couni- 
versa1 with respect o morphisms in S having Y as domain. Cl 
Let now C be a cocomplete %-category and let 7 = (T,r),p) be an idempotent 
triple on C (see [S, p. 33 11, [5], [ 11). We associate to T a family S of morphisms of 
Cby: 
Definition 1. A morphism f:X -+ Y lies in S if and only if Tf: 7X + TY is an equi- 
valence. 
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Then we can state the following result, which corresponds to [ 1, Theorem 4.6) 
of Adams concerning the homotopy category of based connected CW-complexes: 
Theorem 3. The construction given by Definition I establishes a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between (equivalence classes of) idempotent triples r = (T, Q,F) and sat- 
urated families S satisfying the conditions stated in Theorem I for all objects Y of C. 
Roof. Given an idempotent riple 7, one can verify, as observed by Adams [ 11, that 
the associated family of morphisms S is saturated, admits a calculus of left fractions, 
and satisfies axiom (A). Moreover, condition (*) is satisfied for every object Y of C 
since by [S, Theorem 2.91 or by fl, Lemma 3.2(a)] we can take S, to be the set 
reduced to one element qY : Y -+ TY. 
Conversely, given a saturated family S satisfying the conditions stated in Theorem 
1 for all objects Y of C, according to the observatio;ls preceding Theorem 2 above. 
the canonical functor E’s has a right adjoint Cs. Let 7 = (T,Q.~) be the triple gener- 
ated by the pair of adjoint functors (Fs, Gs) (see [8, p. 32 11). It is easy to see that 
this construction yields a well-defined equivalence class of triples, that is, different 
choices of the right adjoint Gs or of the unit and counit of the adjunction lead to 
equivalent triples. Since S is saturated and, by [4, Proposition 2.31 or [6, Proposi- 
tion1.31, Gs is full and faithful, it is easy to see by applying [8, Proposition 4.1 S] 
that S coincides with the family of morphisms rendered invertible by T. Moreover, 
by [5, Theorem 2.41, T is idempotent. Finally, the same Theorem 2.4 shows that if 
we start with an idempotent riple 7 = (T, q, ,u), consider the family S of morphisms 
rendered invertible by T, and then construct he triple generated by the pair of ad- 
joint functors (E’s, Gs). we obtain a triple which is equivalent o T, so that the proof 
is complete. Cl 
Examples. (1) The following example where Theorem 1 can be applied is due to 
A.K. Bousfield: Take C to be the category whose objects are the abelian groups 
whose underlying sets belong to the universe V, and whose morphisms are homo- 
morphisms between such groups. If A is a fixed object of C, take 5’ to be the Isrnily 
of all morphisms  :.Y + Z of C su,% that 
C(s, A) : C(Z.‘A ) + C(X* A) 
is a bijection. Then it is not difficult to see that S admits a calculus of left fractions 
and satisfies axiom (A). To verify that S satisfies condition (*) for each object Y of 
C, consider the product 
Py = I-I 
. fEC(KA) Af* 
where Af is a copy of A for each _f., and take Sy to be the set of all morphisms 
g : Y + G, where g ES and G is an arbitrary subgroup of Py. The axioms of universes 
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imply that S, belongs to the universe Cu . Furthermore, given s: Y + Y’, s E S, by 
the definition of S there exists a unique morphism u : Y ‘ + PY such that us = k, where 
k : Y + P, is the morphism characterized by /+=k = f for each fE C(Y, A), pf being 
the canonical projection of Py onto the f* fa.ctor. Now u factors as 
Y' -5 Y ” t p Yy 
with u an epimorphism and t a monomorphism. I claim that u belongs to S. To 
check this, I have to show that, given h : Y’ + ,4, there exists a unique j : Y” + A st ch 
that ju = h. But we can take j =p&. For 
jus = p),@s = phsvs = pjIsk = hs , 
so that, since s E S, jll= h. The uniqueness ofI; follows from the fact that u is an 
epimorphism. Thus we can take s’ = us ESy to finish the proof that S satisfies con- 
dition (*). 
(2) Next, there are a number of examples where we do know that the global 
Adams completion exists, so that by Theorem 2 the conditions stated in Theorem 1 
are satisfied. These include the case where C is the category of nilpotent groups and 
S is the family of all P-isomorphisms, where F is a family of primes [4, Examples 
1.7,2. lo], and the case where C is the category of positive cochain complexes over 
an abelian category with sufficient injectives and homotopy classes of cochain maps. 
and S is the family of all morphisms of C inducing cohomology isomorphisms 14, 
Example 2.91. They also include the following two situations discussed by Bousfield 
l- I 2 : 
The first is the HR-localization for groups. Let R = 2~ (the integers localized at 
the family of primes P) or R = Z/p (the integers modulo the prime p). Then C is the 
category of groups and S is the family of all morphisms  : X + 2 of C such that 
is an isomorphism for i =I and an epimorphislm for I ’ = 2, where X and 2 act trivially 
onR. 
The second is the HZ-localization for n-modules. Let 7r be a fixed group. Then C 
is the category of left n-modules and S is the family of all morphisms  : X -+ 2 of C 
such that 
s*: Hj(n;X) + Hi(n;Z) 
is an isomorphism for i = 0 and an epimorphism for i = 1. 
Finally, the following example is also due to Bousfield: Let C be the category of 
abelian groups, and let f : A + B be a fixed morphism of C. Let cb (f) be the family 
of all objects D of C such that 
ct.6 D): C(B, D) -+ C(A, D) 
is a bijection. Then S is the family of all morphis:ns : X + Z of C such that 
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C(s, D): C(Z, D) + C(X, D) 
is a bijection for each D Ebb (f). Then Bausfield proves that the global Adams S- 
(11 J.F. Adams, Idempstent functors in ~~rn~t~~~ theory, in: Proc. Geometry Conf.. Tokyo, 
Spri* 1973; see alscx Math. Lecture stcs, Univ. of Chicago, C’hiea 
ocalization of spaces with respect o homology, hf imeographsd. Univ. 
Circle, Chicago, 111. 
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